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Criminalising Peacekeepers Jun 03 2020 This book examines
Australia’s and the United States’ ability to prosecute their
peacekeepers for sexual exploitation and abuse. The United Nations
has too long been plagued by sexual exploitation and abuse in some
of the world’s most vulnerable communities. Discussion within

United Nations’ reporting and academic scholarship focuses on
policy; however, a significant concern outlined here is that
peacekeepers are committing sexual offences with impunity, despite
exclusive criminal jurisdiction over peacekeepers being granted to
their sending states. In this original study O’Brien provides an indepth, feminist analysis of US and Australian sexual offending law
and jurisdiction over their military and military-civilian
peacekeepers. Based on timely critical analysis, this book
demonstrates the limitations states face in ensuring accountability
for sexual exploitation and abuse by peacekeepers – a factor which
directly contributes to ongoing commission of and impunity for such
offences. Calling for a rights-based, transnational law response to
these crimes, this engaging and thought-provoking work will appeal
to international practitioners, governments, UN policy-makers, and
scholars of international, military and criminal law.
Status and Treatment of Deserters in International Armed Conflicts
Jul 29 2022 The study examines the treatment and protection
provided to deserters under human rights law, international
humanitarian law and refugee law in international armed conflicts.
These questions are discussed in view of the legal duties of soldiers
and their criminal responsibility under international law.
Women Veterans Dec 22 2021 Women who fight in wars also have
to fight for their right to do so. But what are the obstacles impeding
their progress in achieving equal status as both active service
members and as veterans? This book, written by a team of female
veterans and military scholars, demonstrates the ways in which
women service members and veterans experience a unique set of
challenges when attempting to both honorably serve their country
and reintegrate into civilian society following military service.
These challenges include – but are not limited to – discrimination,
staggering rates of suicide, and barriers to obtaining treatment for
military sexual trauma and other critical benefits through the U.S.
Department of Veterans Affairs. Women Veterans: Lifting the Veil

of Invisibility examines current service-related policies and gender
in the military’s hierarchical power structure. Here, a confluence of
white male privilege and entitlement, the culture of domination, and
the effeminization of the enemy manifest themselves as a backlash
against women, calling into question a woman’s agency and her
very status as a citizen. Special attention in the book is paid to the
civil-military divide, representative bureaucracy, and the function of
the military and civilian justice systems. Moreover, the need for
appropriate healthcare policies and structures is examined within a
‘wicked problems’ framework. The authors conclude that the
responsibility for women veterans, and all veterans for that matter,
must become a matter of compelling government interest. This
ground-breaking book is required reading for practitioners of public
policy and administration with an interest in military and veterans
affairs, public health, NGOs and activist groups, as well as scholars
of gender and public service, public personnel management, and
nonprofit management.
Sexual Assault in the U.S. Military: The Battle Within America's
Armed Forces May 27 2022 This book provides an in-depth analysis
of sexual assault in the military from historical and contemporary
perspectives, offering suggestions that could change the existing
culture and approaches that will reduce or eliminate sexual assault in
the armed forces. • Provides fact-based analyses of one of the most
pressing issues facing today's U.S. military that will aid informed
policy guidance for policymakers in the military as well as those in
higher education—another institution grappling with the challenges
of eradicating sexual assault • Written by a noted author on topics
regarding issues surrounding women who serve in today's military •
Presents input from military contributors who add credibility and
invaluable insight into the problem of sexual assault within the U.S.
military
The Modern American Military Jan 29 2020 The Modern
American Military is composed of essays surveying the mission and

character of the United States armed forces in the twenty-first
century.
The Air Force Law Review Jun 15 2021
The War Report Jun 23 2019 This is a comprehensive Report on
every armed conflict which took place during 2012. It is the first of
a new series of annual reports on armed conflicts across the globe,
offering an unprecedented overview of the nature, range, and impact
of these conflicts and the legal issues they create. In Part I the
Report describes its criteria for the identification and classification
of armed conflicts under international law, and the legal
consequences that flow from this classification. It sets out a list of
armed conflicts in 2012, categorising each as international, noninternational, or a military occupation, with estimates of civilian and
military casualties. In Part II, each of these conflicts are examined in
more detail, with an overview of the belligerents, means and
methods of warfare, the applicable treaties and rules, and any
prosecutions for, investigations into, or robust allegations of war
crimes. Part III of the Report provides detailed thematic analysis of
key legal developments which arose in the context of these conflicts,
allowing for a more in-depth reflection on cross-cutting questions
and controversies. The topics under investigation in this Report
include drone strikes, the use of explosive weapons, small arms,
forced displacement of civilians, detention at Guantanamo Bay, and
the enforcement of international humanitarian and criminal law in
both national and international courts. The Report gives a full and
accessible overview of armed conflicts in 2012. It should be the first
port of call for everyone working in the field.
Handbook of Psychosocial Interventions for Veterans and
Service Members May 03 2020 The United States is in the midst of
the largest military demobilization in its history. This is leading to
an increase in the demand for mental health clinicians who can
provide services to hundreds of thousands of military veterans and
members of the military. Nearly two million Americans have been

deployed to the wars in the Middle East, and thousands of them
have been deeply affected, either psychologically, physically, or
both. Projections suggest that 300,000 are returning with symptoms
of PTSD or major Depression; 320,000 have been exposed to
probable Traumatic Brain Injuries; and hundreds of thousands are
dealing with psychological effects of physical injuries. Other
veterans and members of the military without injuries will seek
treatment to help them with the psychological impact of serving in
the military, being deployed, or transitioning and reintegrating back
into the civilian world. As an example, hundreds of thousands of
service members are also leaving the armed forces earlier than they
anticipated and will need to quickly adjust to life as civilians after
assuming that they would have many more years in the military.
Many will be leaving the military because of demobilizations and
downsizing due to budget cuts. Current proposed cuts will shrink the
military force to the same size it was in 1940. The Pew Center
reports that 44% of veterans from the current wars are describing
their readjustment to civilian life as difficult, and many of them are
and will be turning to civilian mental health and primary care
clinicians for assistance. The Handbook of Psychosocial
Interventions for Veterans and Service Members is a one stop
handbook for non-military clinicians working with service members,
veterans, and their families. It brings together experts from the
Department of Defense, the Department of Veterans Affairs, veteran
service organizations, and academia to create the first
comprehensive guidebook for civilian clinicians. In addition to
covering psychiatric disorders such as depression, anxiety, and
PTSD, this book also offers information about psychosocial topics
that impact military personnel and their loved ones and can become
part of treatment (e.g., employment or education options, financial
matters, and parenting concerns), providing the most recent and
cutting-edge research on the topics. Chapters are concise and
practical, delivering the key information necessary to orient

clinicians to the special needs of veterans and their families. The
Handbook of Psychosocial Interventions for Veterans and Service
Members is an essential resource for private practice mental health
clinicians and primary care physicians, as well as a useful adjunct
for VA and DOD psychologists and staff.
Equality Oct 20 2021 The essays in this volume on the subject of
equality are the work of scholars at Bard College and West Point.
Their research falls within the areas of history, religion, legal theory,
social science, ethics and philosophy. The regions covered include
the Middle and Far East, Europe, and America; the time periods
studied are both contemporary and historical. Each essay is a welldetailed exploration which assumes the reader has no prior
acquaintance with the topic. Together, the studies reveal both
conflicting standards of equality as well as patterns of pernicious
inequality. In an ideal world, equality and inequality among humans
would vary in acceptable proportion, increase of the one ensuring
decrease of the other. Unfortunately, as the studies illustrate, any
such expectation of progress in the real world is almost routinely
thwarted. Despite the wide variety of topics, a common thread binds
these essays. Human nature seems to harbor a moral deficiency
lying deeper than any written laws and those traditional customs
which promote inequality and breed injustice. The fault is prominent
in those who champion unjust laws or who willingly enforce
discrimination but it is no less active in the silent many who
condone the practice. The essays reveal the same persistent and
unappealing trait which social groups from the remote past to the
present manifest in various ways: blind determination to perpetuate
whatever advantages one group believes it enjoys over another,
convinced that its own members are more equal than theirs. Being
made unequal, the others too easily become targets who are
considered less worthy, sometimes even less human.
The Writings of George Washington from the Original Manuscript
Sources 1745-1798 Volume 18 February 10, 1780-June 11, 1780

Dec 30 2019 The writings of George Washington from the original
manuscript sources 1745-1799; prepared under the direction of the
United States George Washington Bicentennial Commission and
published by authority Library of Congress.
Allen's Indian Mail and Register of Intelligence for British &
Foreign India, China, & All Parts of the East Sep 26 2019
Bigotry and Intolerance Dec 10 2020 In Bigotry and Intolerance:
The Ultimate Teen Guide, Kathlyn Gay looks at the various reasons
why people of all age levels and backgrounds feel the need to
disparage others. This book also offers help to teens who are the
object of fear and hatred by showing them how to combat such
behavior. Aimed at young adults who are interested in fighting
bigotry and intolerance, this book will help teens who suffer from
the small-mindedness of others. It might also help those who are less
tolerant find some common ground with those who are different
from them—and lead to a better understanding of how diversity
makes for a richer, more interesting world.
NCO Guide Oct 08 2020 The essential guide for NCOs, this edition
has been thoroughly revised and updated with the latest information
on training, military justice, promotions, benefits, counseling,
soldiers, physical fitness, regulations, and much more. • How to
train, lead, and counsel troops effectively • Tips on how to move
along your career as an NCO by continuing education, training, and
professional development • Information about all the regulations
NCOs need to be aware of in carrying out their jobs
Forensic and Ethical Issues in Military Behavioral Health Mar
13 2021 NOTE: NO FURTHER DISCOUNT FOR THIS TITLEOVERSTOCK SALE -Significantly reduced price Dealing with
ethical and forensic issues, this book is authored by active duty
psychiatrists and psychologists from the Army, Navy, Air Force, as
well as civilians from within and outside of the Department of
Defense. Ethical issues will refer to areas in which basic principles
are in play: autonomy, justice, beneficence, and nonmaleficence.

Forensic issues will refer to the intersection of military mental
health issues and the law. Chapter topics include training about
forensic issues, a legal overview of confidentiality and reporting of
military behavioral health records, sanitary board evaluations,
updates on disability proceedings, forensic psychological testing,
death investigations and psychological autopsies, epidemiological
consultation team findings, mitigation of risk and means restriction,
psychiatric assistance in capital cases, posttraumatic stress disorder,
substance abuse, rape and sexual trauma, suicide, and violence.
Emerging subjects covered include behavioral science consultation
teams and mefoquine and neurotoxicity.
Media & Entertainment Law 2/e Jul 05 2020 Media and
Entertainment Law presents a contemporary analysis of the law
relating to the media and entertainment industry both in terms of its
practical application and its theoretical framework. It provides a
clear, current and comprehensive account of this exciting subject.
Fully updated and revised, this second edition is one of the first texts
to contain a full analysis of the Leveson Inquiry and the implications
for our press and media that are arising from it. The new edition
contains; a new chapter analysing the Defamation Act 2013; the
Digital Economy Act 2010 which aimed to toughen up against
copyright infringement online and has been subject to parliamentary
review since coming into power; and the liability of internet service
providers, including recent cases such as Tamiz vs Google 2012,
which goes some way to define the extent to which an ISP may or
may not be found liable for their bloggers content. With integrated
coverage of Scots and Northern Irish law, Media and Entertainment
Law also highlights comparisons with similar overseas jurisdictions,
such as with the liability of ISPs where there are differences in both
US and European law, in order to help students demonstrate an
awareness of media laws, which may then influence UK legislation.
Looking at key aspects such as TV and radio broadcasting, the print
press, the music industry, online news and entertainment and social

networking sites, this text provides detailed coverage of the key
principles, cases and legislation as well as a critical analysis of
regulatory bodies such as OFCOM and the new regulator for the
UK's newspapers and magazines (and online editions), the
Independent Press Standards Organisation (Ipso). The text also
provides the most comprehensive and up to date coverage of the law
relating to Intellectual Property law for the entertainment industry
with recent changes in EU law relating to performers' rights. See
what goes behind the writing of Media & Entertainment Law:
http://youtu.be/XiCGmnRDvb0
Enlisted Soldier's Guide Apr 01 2020 Updated edition of the
essential guide for enlisted soldiers in the U.S. Army This military
reference guide, completely revised for the current army, is targeted
at young men and women who have enlisted in the U.S. Army or are
thinking about doing so. The book is a must-have resource for a
successful career or tour as an American soldier and covers duties
and responsibilities, promotion and career opportunities, real-world
issues, customs and traditions, uniforms and insignia, pay and
benefits, physical fitness, and personal and family matters.
Rules of Engagement and the International Law of Military
Operations Aug 25 2019 The book systematically analyses the
relationship and interaction between rules of engagement (ROE) and
the legal framework regulating armed conflicts, both at the
international and national levels. At the international level, the
relationship between ROE and human rights law and international
humanitarian law is explored. At the national level, the book relates
ROE to (comparative) criminal law. A separate chapter analyses the
complex relationship between self-defence law and rules of
engagement. It is the first monograph to comprehensively examine
these issues and to analyse how ROE interact with the various
sources of the (international) law of military operations, both in
terms of the law as a source for these rules and how the law is
reflected and implemented through them. In doing so, and based on

the author's own experience, the book provides examples of how
complicated, often controversial issues of law can be resolved while
keeping the rules understandable at all levels of military operations.
Aimed at both scholars and practitioners, the book provides a bridge
between the academic world and the operational world. It provides
new insights for both of those audiences in terms of understanding
how the law applies to - and through - the rules on the use of force
for military operations.
Court Martial May 15 2021 'They beat me,' whispers the artillery
officer, 'Smashed my teeth in, sent an electric current through me.
They want me to confess to something I never did.' Sven Hassel and
his comrades are fighting on the Finnish front, facing an arctic
winter more ferocious than anything they've ever known. But if they
survive, they face shipment to Torgau Prison - the centre of Hitler's
penal system - where deserters, convicts and anyone showing antiNazi sentiments are imprisoned and punished. This could mean
arrest, court-martial and execution. Or it could mean torture and
starvation. COURT MARTIAL is Sven Hassel's darkest novel and a
shocking insight into the cruelty the Nazi regime inflicted on its own
people.
The Shari'a and Islamic Criminal Justice in Time of War and
Peace Jan 11 2021 This innovative and important book applies
classical Sunni Muslim legal and religious doctrine to contemporary
issues surrounding armed conflict. In doing so it shows that the
shari'a and Islamic law are not only compatible with contemporary
international human rights law and international humanitarian law
norms, but are appropriate for use in Muslim societies. By
grounding contemporary post-conflict processes and procedures in
classical Muslim legal and religious doctrine, it becomes more
accessible to Muslim societies who are looking for appropriate legal
mechanisms to deal with the aftermath of armed conflict. This book
uniquely presents a critique of the violent practices of contemporary
Muslims and Muslim clerics who support these practices. It rebuts

Islamophobes in the West that discredit Islam on the basis of the
abhorrent practices of some Muslims, and hopes to reduce tensions
between Western and Islamic civilizations by enhancing common
understanding of the issues.
Civil-Military 'Legal' Relations: Where to from Here? Mar 01
2020 This book investigates the place of civilian courts in civilmilitary theory and their impact on the civil-military relationship in
three western liberal democracies. It challenges the evolving civilmilitary relationship, demanding a re-evaluation of the theory to
incorporate the courts.
Complex Battlespaces Oct 27 2019 "This workshop, Complex
Battlespaces: The Law of Armed Conflict and the Dynamics of
Modern Warfare, was held at West Point on October 24-26, 2016. It
marked the official opening of the Lieber Institute." -- ECIP
forword.
Manual for Courts-martial, United States Jan 23 2022
Street-Level Sovereignty Feb 21 2022 Through the legal crafting of
power, Street-Level Sovereignty illuminates a jurisprudence of
visual representation, image, and cultural meaning that develops
everyday aspects of how law works with regard to place and
representation.
Manuals Combined: USN/USMC Commander’s Quick
Reference Legal Handbook 2015, 2012 and 2009 Editions And
The USMC Senior Enlisted Leader Smart Packet (2016) Aug 30
2022 Sample text: NCIS REPORTING AND MILITARY JUSTICE
INVESTIGATIONS REFERENCES: (a) MCM (RCM 303) (b)
JAGMAN (Chapter II) (c) SECNAVINST 5430.107 (series) (d)
SECNAVINST 1752.4A (series) (e) DODI 6495.02 COMMAND
INQUIRY: Suspected offenses may come to command attention in a
variety of ways (e.g., shore patrol, civil law enforcement, or phone
call, etc.) The commanding officer (CO) must conduct some form of
inquiry into reported offenses that may be tried by court-martial per
reference (a). The degree of inquiry will depend on the nature,

validity, and seriousness of the complaint. See reference (b).
MANDATORY REFERAL TO NCIS: Reference (c) mandates that
certain incidents be referred to NCIS whether occurring on or off
base and regardless of civilian investigation involvement. These
incidents include: Actual, suspected, or alleged major criminal
offenses (punishable under the Uniform Code of Military Justice
(UCMJ) by more than 1 year of confinement); Non-combat deaths
when the cause of death is not medically attributable to disease or
natural causes; Fires or explosions of unknown origin affecting
Department of the Navy (DON) property or property under DON
control; Theft or loss of ordnance or controlled substances;
Disappearance of a command member; All instances of suspected
fraud against the government within DON (e.g., theft of government
property, bribery, false claims for pay, etc.); actual or suspected acts
of espionage, terrorism, sabotage, assassination, and actual,
suspected, or attempted defection of DON personnel; Internal
security incidents, such as loss, compromise, or suspected
compromise of classified information and national security cases;
and Suspected sex-related offenses as defined under Articles 120
and 125 of the UCMJ. WHEN NCIS DECLINES TO
INVESTIGATE: NCIS may, at its discretion, decline to conduct or
continue any investigation, but shall expeditiously inform the
effected command. A command may then request assistance from
the local base security department or appropriate authority or pursue
a command investigation pursuant to reference (a).
Frontline Justice Aug 18 2021 Compared with its civilian
counterpart - which struggles with delays and uncertain results summary military justice is efficient. From offence until outcome,
90 per cent of cases are dealt with in less than ninety days. The other
side of the coin is that there is no right to representation by defence
counsel, no transcript produced, and no appeal to a judge. Nine
times out of ten, individuals are found guilty. For service members,
consequences can include fines, reductions in rank, confinement,

and sentences of up to thirty days in military jail, sometimes with a
criminal conviction. Addressing important gaps in legal literature,
Frontline Justice sets out to examine summary justice in Canada's
military and to advocate for reform. Pascal Lévesque describes the
origins, purposes, and features of the summary trial system in the
Canadian Armed Forces. He then analyzes the system's benefits and
flaws and the challenges it faces in maintaining discipline while
respecting the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Lévesque
determines that troubling aspects of the system, including the fact
that lower and higher ranks are dealt with and punished differently,
are clear indicators of a need for change. Criticizing current
legislation, the book takes into account the latest developments in
military law and jurisprudence to make concrete recommendations
for an alternative model of military justice. A thought-provoking
and balanced analysis, Frontline Justice seeks to remedy some of the
more unfair and arcane proceedings of the Canadian military's
summary trial system.
Women, War, and Violence: Topography, Resistance, and Hope
[2 volumes] Nov 20 2021 This set of original articles probes the
breadth of vital issues surrounding the impact of war and violence
on women globally—and examines what is being done to mitigate
their effects. • Provides a comprehensive overview of issues related
to women, war, civil unrest, sexual assault, and violence • Tackles a
wide range of topics using multiple perspectives from ethnography
to scholarly analysis to on-the-ground journalism • Examines the
tragic contours of the problem but also depicts hope for the future
via the creative solutions being forged, especially by women
empowered to counter violence • Explores best practices of violence
prevention from United Nations and state-sponsored programs as
well as from movements within civil society • Includes case studies
from key conflict zones to further the understanding of the issues
discussed
Military Self-Interest in Accountability for Core International

Crimes Apr 13 2021
United States Marine Corps - The Basic School - Warrant Officer
Basic Course Materials Jun 27 2022 Over 2,200 total pages !!!
WARRANT OFFICER BASIC COURSE (WOBC) 1-18
INFORMATION Congratulations on your selection as a Warrant
Officer of Marines. You are about to embark upon a truly
remarkable journey as an officer of Marines. That journey begins
with your successful completion of the Warrant Officer Basic
Course (WOBC) at The Basic School (TBS) in Quantico, Virginia.
Warrant Officers and Title 10: Warrant Officer (WO) is an
appointed rank, vice a commissioned one. Chief Warrant Officers
(Marine Gunners and Recruiting Officers) are commissioned. All
Chief Warrant Officers and Warrant Officers must successfully
complete the WOBC in order to retain their appointment or
commission. Title 10 U.S.C. Section 1165 states: THE
SECRETARY OF THE NAVY HAS THE AUTHORITY TO
TERMINATE THE REGULAR APPOINTMENT OF ANY
PERMANENT REGULAR WO AT ANY TIME WITHIN THREE
YEARS AFTER THE DATE WHEN THE OFFICER ACCEPTED
HIS ORIGINAL PERMANENT APPOINTMENT. A MARINE
WHOSE APPOINTMENT IS TERMINATED MAY, UPON HIS
REQUEST AND AT THE DISCRETION OF THE SECRETARY
OF THE NAVY, BE ENLISTED IN A GRADE NOT LOWER
THAN THAT HELD IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO
APPOINTMENT. THEREFORE, THE FIRST THREE YEARS AS
A WO IS A PROBATIONARY PERIOD AND THE
APPOINTMENT TO WO WILL BE TERMINATED IF A
MARINE DOES NOT COMPLETE THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THE WOBC. WOBC MISSION STATEMENT: Train and educate
newly appointed warrant officers in the high standards of
professional knowledge esprit-de-corps, and leadership required to
transition from enlisted Marine to officer with particular emphasis
on the duties, responsibilities and warfighting skills required of a

provisional rifle platoon commander. The Warrant Officer Basic
Course: The WOBC is an eighteen-week course that focuses on the
transition from enlisted Marine to Marine officer. TBS and the
WOBC focus on five horizontal themes that define expectations of
all Marine Officers: (1) a man/woman of exemplary character, (2)
devoted to leading Marines 24/7, (3) able to decide, communicate,
and act in the fog of war, (4) a Warfighter who embraces the Corps’
warrior ethos, and (5) mentally strong and physically tough. The
universal concept that Marine Officers must be able to assess
situations, weigh the pros and cons of various decisions, make a
decision, develop a plan, communicate that plan effectively, and
supervise its execution is stressed and exercised throughout the
course. The course will teach the science and art required for service
of Marine Officers with an emphasis on decision making
throughout. Provisional infantry and planning subjects are together
used as the means or vehicle to teach and evaluate this process.
Since all students are evaluated on leadership as Marine Officers;
physical, mental, and emotional stress are incorporated throughout
the course in order to evaluate the ability to lead in chaotic and
stressful environments. Some individuals will be pushed close to
their failing point, but the WOBC is designed to give students an
opportunity to display positive leadership qualities in the face of
adversity. The WOBC is not a “check in the block.” It is a course
designed to provide students with the learning experiences necessary
to effectively transition to service as a Marine Officer. Students who
do not successfully complete the course face a variety of
administrative actions, including repetition of the course, recycle to
a six month lieutenant Basic Officer Course, revocation of
appointment, or separation from the service. The WOBC curriculum
is an academically rigorous, provisional infantry and staff planning
based program of instruction (POI) which consists of approximately
935 hours of formal instruction. The POI includes classroom
instruction, field exercises, sand table exercises, and discussion

groups. Classroom instruction is designed around the flipped
classroom model.
Manual for Courts-Martial 2012 Nov 01 2022 The Manual for
Courts-Martial (MCM), United States (2012 Edition) updates the
MCM (2008 Edition). It is a complete reprinting and incorporates
the MCM (2008 Edition), including all amendments to the Rules for
Courts-Martial, Military Rules of Evidence (Mil. R. Evid.), and
Punitive Articles made by the President in Executive Orders (EO)
from 1984 to present, and specifically including EO 13468 (24 July
2008); EO 13552 (31 August 2010); and EO 13593 (13 December
2011). This edition also contains amendments to the Uniform Code
of Military Justice (UCMJ) made by the National Defense
Authorization Acts for Fiscal Years 2009 through 2012. Some of the
significant changes are summarized and listed below. This summary
is for quick reference only and should not be relied upon or cited by
practitioners in lieu of the actual provisions of the MCM that have
been amended. The MCM (2012 Edition) includes unique changes
warranting attention.
The Army Lawyer Mar 25 2022
Journal of the Civil War Era Aug 06 2020 The Journal of the Civil
War Era Volume 3, Number 2 June 2013 TABLE OF CONTENTS
Editor's Note William Blair Articles Stephen Cushman When
Lincoln Met Emerson Christopher Phillips Lincoln's Grasp of War:
Hard War and the Politics of Neutrality and Slavery in the Western
Border Slave States, 1861–1862 Jonathan W. White The Strangely
Insignificant Role of the U.S. Supreme Court in the Civil War
Review Essay Yael Sternhell Revisionism Reinvented? The Antiwar
Turn in Civil War Scholarship Professional Notes Gary W.
Gallagher The Civil War at the Sesquicentennial: How Well Do
Americans Understand Their Great National Crisis? Book Reviews
Books Received Notes on Contributors The Journal of the Civil War
Era takes advantage of the flowering of research on the many issues
raised by the sectional crisis, war, Reconstruction, and memory of

the conflict, while bringing fresh understanding to the struggles that
defined the period, and by extension, the course of American history
in the nineteenth century.
Manual for Courts-Martial United States Sep 30 2022
The Puritan Culture of America's Military Apr 25 2022 This book
explores Puritanism and its continuing influence on U.S. and
military law in the Global War on Terror, exploring connections
between Puritanism and notions of responsibility in relation to
military crimes, superstitious practices within the military, and urges
for revenge. Engaging with the work of figures such as Durkheim,
Fauconnet and Weber, it draws on primary data gathered through
participation and observation at the U.S. Army courts-martial
following events at Abu Ghraib, Operation Iron Triangle, the
Baghdad canal killings and a war crimes case in Afghanistan, to
show how Puritan cultural habits color and shape both American
military actions and the ways in which these actions are perceived
by the American public. A theoretically sophisticated examination
of the cultural tendencies that shape military conduct and justice in
the context of a contemporary global conflict, The Puritan Culture
of America’s Military will appeal to scholars across the social
sciences with interests in social theory and sociology, cultural
studies, politics and international relations and military studies.
Military Justice in the Modern Age Feb 09 2021 Military justice
systems across the world are in a state of transition. These changes
are due to a combination of both domestic and international legal
pressures. The domestic influences include constitutional principles,
bills of rights and the presence of increasingly strong oversight
bodies such as parliamentary committees. Military justice has also
come under pressure from international law, particularly when
applied on operations. The common theme in these many different
influences is the growing role of external legal principles and
institutions on military justice. This book provides insights from
both scholars and practitioners on reforms to military justice in

individual countries (including the UK, Canada, the Netherlands and
Australia) and in wider regions (for example, South Asia and Latin
America). It also analyses the impact of 'civilianisation', the
changing nature of operations and the decisions of domestic and
international courts on efforts to reform military justice.
The American Psychiatric Association Publishing Textbook of
Forensic Psychiatry, Third Edition Sep 06 2020 No fewer than 10
new chapters have been added, and the entire book has been
restructured to reflect the American Board of Psychiatry and
Neurology's Content Outline for the Certification Examination in
Forensic Psychiatry, thus facilitating its use in preparing for
certification or maintaining certification.
Practical Aspects of Rape Investigation Jul 25 2019 This latest
edition addresses rape and sexual assaults from all clinical,
pathological, medical, and legal aspects. The book focuses on the
victim and covers contemporary issues in sexual violence,
investigative aspects of rape and sexual assault, offender fantasy, the
personality of the offender, collection of evidence, medical
examinations, and treatment, as well as trial preparation issues.
Special topics include pedophiles, female and juvenile offenders,
drug-facilitated rape, sexual sadism, elder abuse, and sexual assault
within the military.
Men Speak Out Nov 28 2019 Men Speak Out: Views on Gender,
Sex, and Power, Second Edition highlights new essays on
pornography, pop culture, queer identity, Muslim masculinity, and
the war on women. With personal candor and political insight, this
collection of diverse authors explores sex work, digital activism,
incarceration, domestic violence, surviving incest, and standing
firmly as male allies facing the backlash against womene(tm)s
reproductive rights. Featuring eleven new essays and six revised
thematic sections, this second edition of a favorite anthology
continues to encourage robust discussion and vibrant debate about
masculinity and the possibilities for progressive change. The

contemporary, compelling essays in Men Speak Out appeal to
students, scholars, activists, and everyday readers.
Survey for Assessing Racial/Ethnic Harassment and
Discrimination in the U.S. Military Nov 08 2020 The authors
describe the development of a survey instrument to help the U.S.
Department of Defense understand racial and ethnic harassment and
discrimination among its uniformed personnel, the instrument itself,
and recommendations to support its use.
Publications Combined: EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
COMPETENCIES AND MILITARY LEADERSHIP Sep 18
2021 Over 700 total pages .... Introduction: Leadership has often
been viewed as more of an art than a science. However, the
expanding field of neuroscience is confirming that leadership may
be more science than art. While the thinking components of the
brain have been noticeably evolving along with the pace of
technology, the emotional parts are still very primitive, yet play an
important role in leadership and behavior. The latest neurological,
psychological, and organizational research is converging towards
the fact that emotional leadership is the key ingredient to an
organization’s performance. Successfully leading in dynamic,
complex environments, making wise decisions while facing
tremendous resource constraints, avoiding moral and ethical lapses,
preventing failures in leadership, building healthy relationships, and
fostering resiliency across the workforce is less about the hard skills
of cognitive intelligence and more about the soft skills of emotional
intelligence. Leaders still need foundational, cognitive skills, but
they cannot lead solely from their intellect in today’s interconnected
world. Contains the following studies / publications: 1.
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE COMPETENCIES AND THE
ARMY LEADERSHIP REQUIREMENTS MODEL 2. THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
AND LEADER PERFORMANCE 3. THE FAILURE OF
SUCCESS: HOW THE BATHSHEBA SYNDROME AND

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE CONTRIBUTE TO THE
DOWNFALL OF ARMY ORGANIZATIONAL-LEVEL LEADER
4. Emotional Intelligence: Advocating for the Softer Side of
Leadership 5. Lack of Emotional Intelligence as a Factor in the
Relief of US Army Commanders 6. Refinement and Validation of a
Military Emotional Intelligence Training Program 7.
DEVELOPING A CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITY 8.
THE TRUST PROJECT - SYMBIOTIC HUMAN-MACHINE
TEAMS: SOCIAL CUEING FOR TRUST & RELIANCE 9. Tests
of Cognitive Ability
Military Psychologists' Desk Reference Jul 17 2021 The
psychological well-being of servicemen and women returning from
war is one of the most discussed and contemplated mental health
issues today. Media programs debate the epidemic of PTSD in
returning veterans and the potential fallout of a less-than-adequate
veteran mental health system. This public discussion is only a small
glimpse into the field of military psychology. One of the most
diverse specialties within psychology, it is a sector positioned and
equipped to influence such concepts as psychological resilience,
consequences of extended family stress, the role of technology in
mental healthcare delivery, and how to increase human performance
under harsh conditions. Military Psychologists' Desk Reference is
the authoritative guide in the field of military mental health,
covering in a clear and concise manner the depth and breadth of this
expanding area at a pivotal and relevant time. Moore and Barnett,
former military psychologists, bring together the field's top experts
to provide concise and targeted reviews of the most salient aspects
of military mental health and present the material in an easily
digestible manner. Chapters cover important topics such as military
culture, working with Special Operations Forces, professional issues
and ethical challenges, women in combat, posttraumatic stress,
anxiety and sleep disorders, psychologists' involvement in
interrogations, and how to build and sustain a resilient Force, to

name but a few. Authors consist of a combination of current and
former military psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers and
Chaplains, experts from the Department of Veterans Affairs,
prominent academicians, and representatives from other
governmental and civilian organizations. This comprehensive
resource is a must for every military psychologist, as well as for
non-military clinicians, researchers, counselors, social workers,
educators, and trainees who increasingly need to be familiar with
this specialized area of psychology.
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